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Abstract Color-based Mean Shift has been addressed as an
effective and fast algorithm for tracking color blobs. This
deterministic searching method suffers from low saturation
color object, color clutter in backgrounds and complete
occlusion for several frames. This paper proposes a direct
motion-color integration method to solve the low saturation
color problem and the color background clutter problem. Based
on the direct cue integration, an occlusion handler that is able to
deal with long term full occlusion is proposed to solve the
complete occlusion problem as well. Moreover, motivated by the
idea of tuning weight of each cue according to its performance, a
method of adaptive multi-cue integration based Mean Shift is
proposed. Weights of each cue are adjusted according to a
quality function, which is used to evaluate the performance of
each cue in the adaptive integration scheme. Extensive
experiments show that this method can adapt the weight of
individual cue efficiently, and increase the robustness of
tracking in various conditions.

I. INTRODUCTION

pracking objects in complex environments is a quite
I challenging task in smart surveillance fields. An ideal

tracking algorithm should deal with many problems, such
as varying illuminations, background clutter, occlusion, etc.
There are two trends in the computer vision tracking
community. One is to develop more inherently robust
algorithms and the other is to employ multiple cues to
enhance tracking robustness at present. To increase the
robustness and generality of tracking, it is of our interest to
employ multiple cues under a robust tracking framework.

Tracking algorithms fall into two categories. The first
category is probabilistic methods. These methods view the
tracking algorithm as a state solving problem under the
Bayesian framework, model uncertainty and propagate the
conditional densities through the tracking process. The
representative methods are Kalman Filter and its derivatives,
CONDENSATION[1], Particle Filter[2], Monte Carlo
tracking[3], etc. The second category is Deterministic
methods. These methods compare a model with current frame
and find out the most probable region. Mean Shift[4][5] and
Trust Region[6] fall into this category. The deterministic
methods can hardly handle complete occlusion very well, as
tracking is initialized to the previous tracking results.
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However, they are usually more accurate than probabilistic
multi-hypothesis tracking, like Particle Filter.

Mean Shift is a non-parametric method for climbing the
density gradient to find the peak of a distribution, which
belongs to the deterministic methods category. Mean Shift is
fast convergent and robust to small distractors in distributions.
Mean Shift is first applied to color tracking as Continuous
Adaptive Mean Shift (CAMSHIFT) by Bradski [4] and
Commaniciu et. al.[5] respectively, using color histogram to
model the object's color. The two algorithms differ in the
calculations of color distribution and kernel scale. Recent
literatures [6][7][8] extended the Mean Shift algorithm,
focusing on solving the window scale problem. How to solve
the background color clutter and the complete occlusion
problem has not been addressed in these literatures.

To develop a more general vision tracking system, using a
single cue is not sufficient because of changing environments
in real world. Various complementary features can be
combined to get more robust tracking results. Some
researchers are focusing on establishing a multi-cue
integration mechanism under the probabilistic framework,
including Dynamic Bayesian Network [9], Monte Carlo
method [10], Particle Filter [1 1], etc.
Up to now, most of the Mean Shift related literatures employ
only single color probability distribution. This made tracking
results vulnerable to complex conditions, such as, similarly
colored backgrounds, tracking low saturation object,
changing appearance caused by object rotation, etc. There are
four reasons to integrate motion cue into Mean Shift. First,
motion cue can enhance the robustness of the original
color-base Mean Shift methods in various conditions. Second,
motion detection results are regarded as a motion distribution
map and can be integrated with color distribution naturally.
Third, as Mean Shift is robust to small distractors, we can
employ preliminary motion detection algorithm, which saves
computation. Last, Mean Shift is a fast mode seeking
algorithm, and it saves computational resources for
cue-integration methods.

In this paper, probability distributions from motion and
color cues are integrated under the Mean Shift framework.
Motion cue can enhance the robustness of the original
color-base Mean Shift methods in various conditions like
tracking object with low saturation color and background
color clutter. Based on this, an occlusion handler is proposed
to solve the full occlusion problem in the deterministic Mean
Shift as well. Experiments show that it can handle long time
occlusion which can not be handled by Particle Filter.

Motivated by the idea of tuning weight of each cue
according to its reliability, a method of adaptive multi-cue
integration based Mean Shift is proposed as well. The
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difference between [11] and our work is that we employ the
adaptive integration mechanism under the framework of
Mean Shift, with a new quality function suitable for blob
tracking.

The rest ofpaper is organized as follows: section II brings
out the direct color-motion integration method and the
occlusion handler. Section III illustrates the strategy of
adaptive multi-cue integration. Experiment results and
conclusions are presented in Section IV and Section V,
respectively.

II. INTEGRATING MULTIPLE CUES

A. Deficiency with Color-based Mean Shift
To use Mean Shift iterations, a probabilistic distribution

map indicating the tracked object should be calculated first. A
color probabilistic map is calculated by histogram back
projection: first, the color histogram of the object's color is
calculated and stored in a look-up table. When each new
frame comes in, the table is looked up for each pixel's color,
and a probability value is assigned to each pixel. Hence, a
probabilistic distribution map is obtained. Mean Shift
procedure can be employed to find the nearby dominant
distribution peak afterwards.

In color-based tracking, to gain robustness against
illumination variation, RGB video images are first converted
into HSV format. Suppose that the color model is a ID color
histogram created according to the hue channel. Though it
improves the robustness against lighting changes when taking
the hue channel to create the color model, it brings in a new
problem. When pixels' color has a low saturation near zero,
which means the RGB channels have similar values, hue is
not defined or inaccurate.

In these cases, the hue value can not represent the original
RGB color reliably, which results in inaccuracy and noise in
the back projection image. This is the first deficiency of using
single color cue.

The second deficiency is similarly colored backgrounds.
Mean Shift is robust to small distractors, but if the distractor
is larger than the object color area, the object may be lost
when it moves near the similar distractor.

B. Direct Motion Cue Integration

It should be noticed that the distrators are all from the
background. When the camera is static, the background is
assumed not moving, which can be used as a priori to
eliminate those noisy areas in the back-projection image.
Therefore, it is believed that motion information can be
employed to solve the deficiencies.

First, adaptive background subtraction technique[12] is
employed to get the entering object's silhouette. Suppose
I(X,t) is the incoming frame, B(X,t) is the updated background
image, th is an appropriate threshold, then:

n VIVA f lf, (X,t)-B(X,t) f> thLJyA ,l) =-o
else

The motion image D(X, t) obtained from motion detection
can be regarded as representing the pixels' probabilistic
distribution of motion, so it is convenient to be integrated into
other 2D discrete distributions. What's more, as background
subtraction results always have distractors, combining with
other complementary cue, e.g. color, may be helpful to
eliminate distractors and noise. For each image I, denote
p,,(X, t) to be the motion probability of the pixel at Xat time t.
Let

pm (X,t) = D(X, t) (2)
Here, p,,(X,t) is a binarized distribution that represents the
probability of motion for each pixel. Then, p,,(X,t) is
integrated into the original color probability distribution
p'(X,t).

How to combine both maps is of our interest. An intuitive
direct cue-integration method is to use pixel-wise logical and
operator, and yields a probability distribution ofmoving color
pixels,

p(X, t) = p (X,t) (3)

The value of probability p1(X, t) may not be a binary value,
as in the color probabilistic distribution map, p6(X, t) can be
any value in [0, 1]. Therefore, the pixel-wise logical and
operator is adjusted a little. Suppose a > 0, b > 0, we define
and operation as:

aFnb = min(a, b) (4)
If either a or b is 0, the result will be 0. After direct cue

integration, Mean Shift can be employed to find the mode of
the distribution.

The color-motion integration based Mean Shift algorithm
includes following steps:

(1) Calculate the color probabilistic distribution map p,(X, t)
through back projection.

(2) Calculate the motion distribution map p,n(X, t) through
motion detection. Integrate both maps using formula (3).

(3) Choose a search window scale so and initial location Po on
the combined distribution map p(X, t).

(4) Compute the mean location P and zeroth moment Moo of
the pixels in the search window (P, s).

(5) Set the new window parameters as P = P, s = k M0.
(k is a constant).

(6) Repeat steps (4) and (5) until convergence.

The motion and the color cues are employed explicitly.
Motion continuity has been implicitly used, as it is initialized
according to the tracking result ofthe last frame. Note that the
integration scheme in formula (3) is open and more cues can
be integrated in.

C. Occlusion Handling

Mean Shift algorithm is vulnerable to full occlusion for a
few frames because present iteration is initialized according
to the previous. If the object is totally occluded for a couple of
frames, the tracking window will drift away and the algorithm
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has no mechanism to continue tracking. Based on the direct
color-motion integration mechanism, an occlusion handler
can also be advanced, which can be used to detect the full
occlusion cases and to reinitialize tracking automatically
when the object reappears.

Based on the direct-cue integration, a distribution map
with little background noise is obtained, which makes it
possible to search large non-zero region on the distribution
map to find the reappearing object. Without the direct-cue
integration, the background noise may cause the occlusion
handler to fail. Fig.1 shows the flow chart of the direct cue
integration based occlusion handler.

Fig. I Direct color-motion integration based Mean Shift occlusion handler
(emphasized by the dotted box).

If the object color is fully occluded by some other objects,
the tracking window will shrink. When the window area or
the density of non-zero pixels in the window is smaller than
respective thresholds, it is regarded as the full occlusion case.
In such case, large non-zero regions are searched on the
object's probabilistic distribution map (PDM) near the place
where the object disappeared. If some large regions are found,
the largest region is used to initialize the tracking window.

With both the color-motion integration method and the
occlusion handler, we can deal with color background clutter
and full occlusion over a few frames, which are said to be the
deficiency of deterministic methods, mentioned in [3].
What's more, the occlusion handler can handle long time
complete occlusion or the object's departure from the FOV of
the camera for a couple of frames, which can not be handled
by multi-hypothesis based probabilistic tracking methods,
like Particle Filter.

III. ADAPTIVE MULTI-CUE INTEGRATION

Though direct multi-cue integration can enhance tracking
performance of color-base Mean Shift algorithm, it will erode

the color probabilistic image because of the inevitable holes
in the motion detection results. This can be a disadvantage of
direct integration, when an object's color has sufficiently
high saturation component and its color probabilistic map
alone is good enough for tracking. What's more, the direct
multi-cue integration method assumes that the contribution of
each cue is the same, regardless of their reliability. Hence, we
employ an adaptive multi-cue integration technique. Our
work differs from [14] in the point that we employ the
adaptive integration mechanism under the framework of
Mean Shift, with a new quality function suitable for blob
tracking.

Suppose pi(X t) is the probability distribution map of cue
i, p(X, t) is the combined probability distribution map, the
cues are integrated as a weighted sum of probability
distribution,

p(X,t) = Zci(t)xpi(X,t)

ycoi(t) = 1

(5)

(6)

The adaptive integration method adapts each cue's weight
according to the reliability of each cue in previous frame.
Suppose the performance of individual cue i can be evaluated
using a quality function q,(t). The normalized quality of cue i:

1(t)= (t) (7)

The relation between the quality and weight of cue i can be
defined as following,

Z-05i (t) = q, (t)-coi (t) (8)
Formula (8) can be used to update individual weight of

each cue. As the quality function qi(t) is normalized, the
weight co, (t) is normalized as well. r is a time constant
controlling the speed of update. If q,(t) > w(t) , ace (t)
tends to increase. Here qi(t) represents the feedback of
tracking results, so equation (8) can be regarded as a running
average, and w (t) is adapted according to qi(t), which brings
in the information about the performance of cue i in the last
frame. The problem is how to define an appropriate quality
function qi(t).

Quality functions qi(t) can be viewed as feedback of the
tracking result X(t) =(P,s). Here P and s are the estimated
center and scale ofthe track window, respectively. Each cue's
weight is adjusted according to the quality of the cue in last
frame. In this paper, the quality function can be defined as the
ratio between the numbers of non-zero pixels inside and
outside the track window on individual probability
distribution map. Denote Ito be the whole image area, qi(t) is
defined as:

q(t') -nonzero - pixels(p; (x, t), X(t))
nonzero _ pixels(p, (x, t), I - X(t))

This quality function is easy to implement. Each cue's
performance is evaluated by this quality function and the
weights are adapted accordingly. When object with low
saturation color is trracked, the quality function value of color
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cue will be much lower than that ofmotion cue and the weight
of motion cue dominates. When object changes its color
appearance, the color-based algorithm would fail because the
tracked color is invisible, but the adaptive multi-cue based
Mean Shift is able to continue because of cues other than
color.
The adaptive weighted sum integration is different from

the direct integration method. In the direct integration method,
if a pixel value is zero in the motion probabilistic distribution
map, its probability value is set to 0 no matter what its value
in the color probabilistic distribution map is. However, in the
weighted sum integration the combined probability value is
always decided by both the color probability and motion
probability. Considering possible detection holes in the cue
extraction process, the adaptive weighted sum integration is
more robust to detection holes than the direct integration
method.

After the combined probability distribution map is
obtained, a region detection algorithm should operate on the
combined map and find the object. Spengler et. al.[1 1] uses
projection of the combined distribution p(X, t) to the
coordinate axes to find the estimated position, in this paper
more robust Mean Shift algorithm is used, with a new quality
function.
The motion cue is inherently very suitable to be integrated

into the Mean Shift framework, using above adaptive
integration method. Background subtraction results usually
have holes and patches of noise. The holes may be remedied
by other cues by the weighted sum integration. Moreover, as
Mean Shift is robust to small distractors, noise from
background subtraction are no longer a problem.

Color model | | Ining image Background model

Fig.2 flow chart of adaptive color-motion integration based Mean Shift
tracking algorithm

The flow chart of adaptive multi-cue integration is
illustrated in Fig.2. Note that cue performance evaluation
forms a feedback loop, which is the most prominent
difference from direct multi-cue integration. Each cue's
performance is evaluated in the cue evaluation phase through
the new quality function.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

To evaluate the effectiveness of the above methods, an
experiment system is designed. Experiments were carried out
on a PC with a 1.8 GHz P4 CPU and 523MB memory. Pixels
that have saturation lower than 30 and have brightness lower
than 10 are discarded. First we test the direct color-motion
integration method. The occlusion handler based on the direct
cue integration is tested as well. At last, the advantage of
adaptive cue integration is demonstrated. SI and S2 are the
sequences with low saturation objects. S3 and S4 are
sequences in which good color cue is tracked with similar
background color clutter. S5 and S6 are multi-people
sequences in which good color cue is tracked but without
occlusion. S7 to S12 are video sequences with one person
occluded by the other. All the results are real-time.

A. Direct Motion Cue Integration

Algorithm is tested with video sequences. A ID
hue-histogram with 16 bins is used. In cases with only color
cue, object was lost after initialization later.

Table 1 shows the tracking results in four video sequences,
from SI to S4. Original color-based Mean Shift algorithm,
CAMSHIFT, failed in all sequences. Tracking window
converged to a wrong region or is much larger than the object
color area is defined as tracking failure.

TABLE I
COMPARISONS OF TRACKING RESULTS OF INTEGRATING AND NOT

INTEGRATING MOTION INFORMATION

Video Integrate Model Fail SuccessfulMotion Initialization (n-thSequence Info. (n-th frame) frame) rate

S1 N 60 175 82%
(200 frames) Y Success 100%

S2 N 30 112 48%
(200 frames) Y Success 100%

S3 N 30 151 71%
(200 frames) Y Success 100%

S4 N A 83 27%
(200 frames) Y 40 Success 10000
S1 and S2 are the sequences with low saturation objects. S3 and S4

are sequences with similar background color clutter.

Fig.3 shows comparison between integrating and not
integrating motion cue algorithms in frame 199 of Sequence
SI. It can be seen from the results that Integration of motion
information helps color-based Mean Shift algorithm
overcome the difficulty of tracking object with low saturation
color.
Even when the saturation of the object color is not low,

background color clutter may also cause tracking failure.
Integrating motion cue enables color-based Mean Shift
algorithm to track objects in this case. Fig.4 shows the results
of a real-time video sequence in frame 90 of sequence S3, the
lighting condition in this sequence is dark, which makes the
background pixels' hue values not accurate and forms a large
area of distractor. Motion cue helps to eliminate the distractor
at the door, and enables the color-based Mean Shift algorithm
to converge to the right color area.
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TABLE II
RESULTS OF OCCLUSION HANDLING

Sequence

S7
S8
S9
S10
Sil
S12

Full
Occlusion

time(Frames)
3
2
7
5
21
45

Recovered
from FO

y
y
y
y
y
y

Fig.5 shows a full occlusion case in sequence S9. Color
model is initialized on the boy's red coat before occlusion. In
frame 130, full occlusion occurs. In frame 137, the occlusion
handler can recover from full occlusion and reinitialize
tracking.

to) r aimc 1iV ousi, color-motion integration
Fig.3. Tracking results in frame 199 of video sequence S1: tracking object
with low saturation color. (a) shows the tracking results and probabilistic
distribution maps using only color cue, (b) show the results after
color-motion cue integration, compared with (a).

Fig.4. Tracking results in frame 90 of video sequence S3: tracking human
under similarly colored backgrounds. (a) show the tracking result and
corresponding probabilistic distribution map using only color cue, (b) show
the results after color-motion cue integration, compared with (a).

B. Occlusion Handling

The occlusion handler is tested through multiple-human
video sequences. In these sequences, the occluded person is
tracked. When the occluded person reappears from occlusion,
the occlusion can reinitialize tracking and recover from object
lost. In sequences S 1 and S 12, the tracked person was lost
for over 20 frames, however, the occlusion handler can still
reinitialize tracking after it reappears.

Fig.5. Full occlusion case from video sequence S9. (a),(b),(c) and (d) are
tracking results from S9.

C. Adaptive Color- Motion Integration Based Mean Shift

In the adaptive multi-cue integration experiments, 2D
histogram is used, with the hue component discretized into 16
bins and the saturation into 10 bins, other experimental
conditions unchanged.

Adaptive multi-cue integration strategy is tested in
sequences SI to S6, the object can be tracked during the
whole sequences. Fig.6 shows a representative result of
tracking low saturation color in video sequence S1. Color
model is selected according to the boy's shirt. As color cue
has a low value of quality function, its weight is diminished
and the weight of motion cue (the lighter curve) increases. It
can be seen from Fig.7 that the motion cue dominates.
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Fig. 6. Adaptive color-motion integration for tracking low saturation color.
The lighter curve is the weight of motion cue, and darker is the weight of
color cue. The vertical dotted line indicates the time when Fig.7 is taken.

(a) (b)
Fig. 7. Adaptive color-motion integration: track low saturation color. (a) is
combined probability density maps. (b) is the corresponding tracking result.
Motion cue is dominating. Refer to Fig.6.

When the color cue is reliable, i.e. there are little
distractors on the color probability map, the adaptive
integration mechanism should not depress the color cue, but
should give it a higher weight. Cases when color is reliable
are tested, too. Sequence S3 to S6 are sequences where good
color features are tracked, Table 3 shows the tracking results.
In all sequences, color cue has higher average weights than
motion cue. Fig.8 shows a typical result from video sequence
S4. The color model is initialized on the boy's orange T-shirt.
The color cue becomes dominant after initialization. It can
also be seen from Fig.9 that both cues have impact on the
combined probability distribution map and that the color cue
dominates.

TABLE III
RESULT OF TRACKING RELIABLE COLOR CUE USING ADAPTIVE CUE

INTEGRATION

Video Model Average Average
Sequence Initialization weight weight

(n-th frame) (color) (motion)
(200frames) 67 0.91 0.09(200 frames)

S4 470.63 0.37
(200 frames)

S5 80 0.69 0.30
(384 frames)

S6 840.52 0.48
(384 frames) 84

Notice that in all sequences, the color cue has a higher average
weight.

0. 9
0. 8
0. 7
0.6
0. 5
0. 4

0. 3
0. 2
0. 1

r- Xc Ocl CQ N C"o! v r-X a

Frame

a color
------- motion:

Fig. 8. Adaptive color-motion integration: track reliable color. The lighter
curve is the weight of motion cue, and darker is the weight of color cue. The
vertical dotted line indicates the time when Fig.9 is taken.

ta) kU)

Fig. 9. Adaptive color-motion integration: track reliable color. (a) is
combined probability density maps. (b) is the corresponding tracking result.
Color cue is dominating. Refer to Fig.8.

With adaptive cue integration, the problem of changing
appearance caused by human rotation can be handled as well,
which is demonstrated in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. Color model is
initialized with the bright blue pattern on the boy's T-shirt
when he is facing to the camera. For the first few frames, the
weight of color cue has a tendency to increase because of its
high quality. At frame 110, the boy begins to turn left and
walk to the right of the image. The blue pattern becomes
invisible, in which case the color-based tracking algorithm
would fail. However, the object can still be tracked because
the weight of motion cue begins to increase and becomes
dominant in the combined map. The failed color cue is
compensated by the motion cue.

1
0. 9
0. 8
0. 7

+- 0. 6
- 0. 5
a)

0.4
0. 3
0. 2
0. 1

0

65 85 105
Frame

+ color
X mot i on

125 145

Fig. 10. Adaptive color-motion integration: object changes appearance. The
lighter curve is the weight ofmotion cue, and darker is the weight of color cue.
The vertical dotted line indicates the time when Fig. 11 is taken.
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Fig. 11. Adaptive color-motion integration: object changes appearance. (a), (c)
and (e) are combined probability density maps. (b), (d) and (f) are the
corresponding tracking results. Refer to Fig. 10.

This experiment also demonstrates that the motion
probabilistic distribution map is suitable to be used under the
Mean Shift framework. Note the distractor in the left of
Fig. 1 1 (e) which is brought in by motion probabilistic
distribution map. Mean Shift is robust to these small
distractors..

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, it has been demonstrated that the motion cue
can be integrated with color cue to solve the problems of
tracking low saturation color and tracking under background
color clutter in the color-based Mean Shift algorithm. Based
on the direct cue integration, an occlusion handler is proposed
to handle complete occlusion for a couple of frames in the
Mean Shift algorithm as well. The method of adaptive
multi-cue integration is more robust to detection holes than
the direct integration. A quality function is advanced to
evaluate the reliability of each cue in the adaptive method.
When color cue is more reliable, its weight will become
higher than motion cue. When the color cue is less reliable, it
is compensated by the motion cue. This adaptive cue
integration method can handle the problem of tracked color
becoming invisible as well. However, this adaptive cue
integration method can not handle full occlusion between
moving objects, as it will increase the weight of motion cue
when occlusion occurs. Handing full occlusion under the
adaptive cue integration mechanism is our future work.
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